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Abstract
As of now, WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) is the most
standard service utilized in business and motorized
applications, due to its specialized improvement in a
processor, correspondence, and low-energy utilization of
implanted registering gadgets. In LEACH, the cluster heads
are haphazardly chosen utilizing an irregular number and not
based on remaining energy. Genetic algorithms are a kind of
enhancement algorithm, which means they are utilized to
discover the best solution(s) to a given computational issue
that augments or limits a specific capacity. This paper shows
an energy effective genetic algorithm used to determine the
nature of quality of service multicast routing issue and also
recovered the dead nodes.

Genetic Algorithm
GA based approach is used for the LEACH protocol
implantation. Genetic algorithm based versatile clustering
protocol with ideal likelihood forecast to accomplish great
execution as far as lifetime of system in WSN. The proposed
Genetic algorithm- based protocol is based regarding LEACH,
called LEACH-Genetic Algorithm.

Keywords: Dead Node, Genetic-Algorithm, Leach, Routing,
WSN.

INTRODUCTION
Advances in wireless sensor network (WSN) development has
given the availability of little and negligible exertion sensor
nodes with capacity of recognizing diverse sorts of physical
and common conditions, data taking care of, and wireless
correspondence. Variety of distinguishing abilities brings
about abundance of utilization areas. Nonetheless, the
qualities of wireless sensor network require powerful
strategies for data sending and dealing with. Routing in
wireless sensor systems fluctuates from ordinary routing in
settled systems in various ways. There is no foundation,
wireless connections are questionable, and sensor nodes are
may come up with short and routing protocol need to meet
strict energy sparing necessities. Numerous routing algorithms
were produced for wireless network when all is said in done.

Hierarchical Routing Protocols
Hierarchical routing protocol has turned into the central point
of consideration of the routing innovation with the pay of
reasonable topology administration, high-efficacy energy use,
what's more, inconvenience free information combination. In
view of its design, a few hierarchical routing conventions
have been private to manage the flexibility and energy
utilization challenges of WSNs.

Figure 1: Genetic algorithm basic steps
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source node to target node

PROPOSED METHOD

Total Energy Consumed
(2)
Where
ECi=energy consumption for ith link
The energy consumed on the link can be computed using the
following equation
𝐄𝐂 = 𝟐𝐄𝐭𝐱 + 𝐄𝐠𝐞𝐧 ∗ 𝐝𝛅

(3)

Where
Etx = energy required for transmission
Egen=energy required for generation
d = distance between the nodes
δ = environment factor 0.1<= δ< = 1

Number of Alive Nodes
The tally of number of hubs whose lingering vitality is more
conspicuous than B/4 where B is the basic (starting) battery.

Figure 2: System Architecture

Node deployment algorithm: all nodes are deployed in a
network

Number of Dead Nodes

Routing table: this table contains the information about node
IDs, cluster ids, flag. Cluster development algorithm
partitions the whole network into different zones. Each zone
has group of nodes in its zone. This algorithm is responsible
for conveying the hubs. The entire territory is apportioned into
zones with each zone constrained with the purposes of control
with some xmax and xmin. They area is limited inside the
breaking Points ymax and ymin. Each area is dispensed an
arrangement of nodes.

Routing Overhead:

The count of number of center points whose waiting
essentialness isn't as much B/4 where B is the key (starting)
imperativeness.

(4)
Lifetime Ratio :

Cluster head: highest fitness factor and near base station

(5)

Genetic algorithm approach for a qos based system utilizes
Route discovery. This is the process in which the nodes will
perform two kinds of operations namely Crossover and
Mutation and recover

Throughput :
(6)

End to End Delay
E2Edelay=tstop-tstart

Residual Energy of Network:

(1)

Where
tstop = this is the time at which REPLAY is received

(7)

tstart = this is the time at which REQUEST is send

Nnodes = number of nodes
REi = residual energy for ith node

Number of Hops
The Count of number of transitional connections between the
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Genetic Route Discovery Process

Example: consider 4 chromosomes

In routing process first checks the source node and destination
node are in the same zone. On the off chance that both are in
the same zone correspondence happens straightforwardly else
it searches the cluster head.

chromosome1=1110 Chromosome2=1010
Chromosome3=1000 Chromosome4=1111
Select best chromosomes Best chromosome 1=1000
Best chromosome 2=1010
Crossover1 value =1010
Crossover 2 value=1000

Mutation
Mutation happens after the crossover is refined. Change
adjusts the entire new posterity chromosome with a specific
end goal to guarantee that the people are not precisely the
same. Mutation is very simple. One can experience all the
elective types of qualities of the considerable number of
people, and if a specific elective type of quality is chosen for
change, one can either adjust it a tad or swap it with another
one. Adjustment of the chose elective type of quality depends
on what is important. Transformation is indispensable to
guarantee the hereditary assorted variety inside the populace.
Example:

Figure 3: Genetic routing algorithm

Crossover1=1010
Crossover 2=1000

Cluster head and source node are same node then it will be
added to the route else it finds the cluster head for the source
node and both source node and Cluster head make a beeline
for the route and search the destination node, destination node
and cluster head are same it communicates directly else it
searches all possible route. Incase excessively numerous paths
from source to destination. That time we divide by 2 of every
single corporative node (example 10 corporative node, we
consider just 5 corporative node) at that point discover the
fitness factor. Most noteworthy fitness factor node should
choose as best route.

Mutation value 1=1110
Mutation value 2=1100

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We consider node 5 is source node and node 32 is destination.
And total 8 iteration are given. Start routing process and it
consisting of 26,27,28,29 corporative nodes and it give 4
different paths (path is 5-4-30 -26 -32, 5-4-30-27-32, 5-4-3028-32 and 5-4-30-29-32) from source to destination. And
choose best route (in this case route 4 is best route ie 5-4-3029-32 shown in fig 13) by using fitness factor. This process
will continue up to 8 iteration in each iteration it finds the best
route.in every 5th iteration genetic algorithm recovers the

(8)

Energy Recovered Using Genetic Algorithm Crossover
and Mutation Functions

energy of dead nodes by using crossover and mutation. Every
iteration selects cluster head.

Crossover :
Crossover is generally called recombination of constituent
materials owing to mating. It is a pantomime of the
regenerative system that is accountable for the transmission of
hereditary inheritance. The outcomes of hybrid are in a
general sense spoke to by the selection of chromosomes
created utilizing the people. Crossover is a matched genetic
specialist following up on two gatekeepers. There are varying
half breed directors that have been developed for various
purposes. There most direct is the single- point half and half
in which a point is picked subjective, and the two parent
chromosomes exchange information after that point.
Figure 4: Shows cluster formation and node deployment
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Figure 9: possible route 3 from the source to target for itiration1

Figure 5: Shows number of nodes v/s initial energy

Figure 10: Possible route 4 from the source node to destination node
for iteration 1

Figure 6: Shows cluster ids v/s cluster heads for iteration 1

Figure 11: Shows number of routes v/s fitness factor for iteration 1

Figure 7: Possible route 1 from the source node to destination node
for itiration1

Figure 12: Shows route no v/s best fitness factor for iteration 1
Figure 8: Possible route 2 from the source node to destination node
for iteration 1
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Figure 13: Shows best route from source node to destination

Figure 17: Shows faulty node ids v/s chromozone 1 binary values

Figure 14: Shows remaining energy of node for iteration 1

Figure 18: Shows faulty node ids v/s chromosome 2 binary values

Figure19: Shows faulty node ids v/s chromosome 3 binary values
Figure 15: Shows before recovered battery energy

Figure 20: Shows faulty node ids v/s chromozone 4 binary values
Figure 16: Shows Number of Nodes v/s Faulty Node Ids
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Figure 25: Shows Faulty Node IDs v/s Best Chromosome 1 mutation
Binary Values

Figure 21: Shows Faulty Node Ids v/s Best Chromosome 1 Binary
Values

Figure 22: Shows Faulty Node Ids v/s Best Chromozone 2 Binary
Values

Figure 26: Shows Faulty Node IDs v/s Best Chromosome 2
crossover mutation Binary Values

Figure 23: Shows faulty node ids v/s as chromozone 3 binary values

Figure 27: shows faulty node ids v/s recovered battery energy

Figure 24: Shows Faulty Node Ids v/s Best Chromosome 1
crossover Binary Values

Figure 28: Shows node ids v/s battery energy(mj) for iteration 8
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FUTURE SCOPE
In the future approach the Obstacle Aware Approach can be
used in order to find alternative paths if there is a blockage in
the clusters
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Figure 29: Shows number of iterations v/s number of alive nodes

Figure 30: Shows number of iterations v/s number of dead nodes

Figure 31: Shows number of nodes v/s recovered battery power in
mj

CONCLUSION
GA based approach is utilized for the LEACH protocol
implantation. It enhances the path discovering ability of the
leach protocol in WSN. It finds the best path which has less
intricacy, low information movement and least misfortune.
Because of these commitments of GA, the system turns out to
be more energy proficient and dependable. It is presumed that
the proposed technique demonstrates result more viable as far
as power usage and routing burden.energy level is increasing
by using crossover and mutation technique.
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